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WRL Market Analyst Position 

APPLICATIONS CLOSE COB FRIDAY 31ST AUGUST 2018 

INTERVIEWS TO BE HELD 3RD – 7TH SEPTEMBER 2018 

The western rock lobster fishery is an important contributor to the Western Australian economy and is 

currently undergoing an exciting growth phase resulting from a recently adopted industry Gross Value of 

Production (GVP) target of $1 billion by 2028. 

Formed in 2001, the Western Rock Lobster (WRL) Council represents the interests of the western rock lobster 

fishery - Australia’s most valuable single-species wild capture fishery and the first in the world to receive 

sustainability accreditation from the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC). The peak body is governed by a Board 

of eight Directors, elected by Managed Fishery Licence (MFL) holders, as well as two Independent Directors 

appointed by the Board. 

WRL represents this leading primary industry by engaging with MFL holders and advocating on their behalf, 

co-managing the western rock lobster fishery with government, strategically planning the industry’s future, 

mitigating risks facing industry, managing industry’s research and development program, managing education 

and safety, engaging with stakeholders, promoting the industry and highlighting western rock lobster as 

premium seafood globally. 

WRL undertakes this representation through regular contact with fishers and investors throughout the fishery 

(Shark Bay to Augusta) in addition to numerous WRL Board Sub-committees, working groups and stakeholder 

engagement meetings. These meetings include Government Ministers, Members of Parliament, senior 

executives, government department officers, researchers, consultants and representatives across industry 

from catching to processing to exporting. 

   

BACKGROUND 

WRL has determined to implement an ongoing strategic approach to the future setting of the Total Allowable 

Commercial Catch (TACC) for the commercial Western Rock Lobster Fishery by providing professional 

evidence-based advice and on-going leadership in managing the broader issues, risks and opportunities for a 

better industry future. This led to the formation of the TACC Committee in July 2017. 

Following the “Rogers TACC Review report” in 2016, WRL formed a Sub-committee to obtain and consider the 

due diligence necessary to underpin sound advice on future TACC settings for the western rock lobster 

commercial sector fishery. In a major step forward for the industry, the TACC Committee brings together 

representatives from the whole WRL value chain including fishers, processors, international marketers, 

scientists, managers and Dr Peter Rogers as the author of the TACC review report completed in 2016 

The Rogers TACC Review report in 2016 recommended that WRL seek to facilitate an appropriately qualified 

analyst to facilitate the assembly and analysis of a range of industry data, including market information made 

available under appropriate privacy and audit protection requirements.  

In 2017 the TACC Committee determined a Phase 1 scope of works and through WRL commissioned an 

independent analyst to collate trade and production data. The objective for this research was to provide a 

range of data relevant to understanding supply trends in the global lobster market and the position of 

Australian and Western Australian lobster exports within it. The Phase 1 report simply focusses on where 

product is coming from, going to and for how much.  
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The analysis undertaken in Phase 1 focussed on four areas of global significance in the global lobster market: 

American lobster (Homarus americanus), cold water spiny rock lobster (Jasus spp.) and tropical and 

temperature spiny lobster (Panulirus spp. or Palinurus spp.).  However, from the perspective of this analyses, 

Western rock lobster (Panulirus cygnus) and Southern rock lobster (Jasus edwardsii) are a focus while other 

spiny or tropical lobster need to be analysed in terms of the regions from which they are exported. In the 

medium-term, keeping abreast of development in aquaculture as well as the grow out of wild caught puerulus 

throughout the world requires ongoing monitoring, particularly tropical rock lobster (Panulirus ornatus). 

Subsequent market intelligence will build on the analysis of global stock and trade to help predict the impact 

of potentially changing the TACC and design the more comprehensive assessments required. 

 

JOB DESCRIPTION 

This is an exciting opportunity for an interesting and challenging role within an iconic primary industry. Based 

in Fremantle WA, the role will be full-time for a 12-month contract initially with the potential to become a 

permanent contract. 

WRL are seeking an appropriately qualified Market Analyst (MA) to facilitate the assembly and analysis of a 

range of industry data, including market information made available under appropriate privacy and audit 

protection requirements. 

The MA position will work within WRL and will report directly to the Chief Executive Officer. This role will have 

a specific focus on spiny lobster markets. The TACC Committee must have extensive knowledge of the markets 

in which it operates; it is the responsibility of the MA to continuously maintain and improve market data in 

support of vital decision making that will impact the business of our members and support the TACC 

Committee in their decision making.  

The MA will be responsible for gathering, organising and manipulating detailed market data and to maintain 

the global stocks database already developed by WRL. In addition, the MA will support WRL in the preparation 

of internal reports and presentations as needed and be responsible for the development and maintenance of 

an industry market dashboard.  

 

The MA will be responsible for: 

1. Continual information and data gathering as determined by the TACC Committee and maintenance 

of the Phase 1 market database already produced for WRL 

The WRL TACC Committee has determined that the information requirement and the scope of an independent 

market analysis project is to be carried out in three phases. Phase 1 should focus on where lobster product is 

going, and for how much. This will enable the TACC Committee to assess trends to help predict the impact of 

changing TACC. 

The objective of Phase 1 is to maintain and analyse all current data on the production, export and markets for 

Western Rock Lobster and competitor products. The output will be a comprehensive, reliable database that 

can be interrogated by the TACC Committee to ensure that the best information is available to the TACC 

Committee and WRL Board for advice on setting the TACC.  
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2. Phase 2 Consumer research and interpretation of data 

The TACC Committee has determined that the study is to track price changes through the importing country 

from point of import through to final sale price (retail or food service) and report on methods to improve 

supply chain efficiency. 

Armed with the data continually gathered from Phase 1, the MA will make in-depth in-country studies to 

determine if and where marketing effort by the industry would best be directed to expand markets and grow 

the industry's GVP, as below: 

WA Lobster Production Data 

• WA Lobster position today: 

o How consumed? 

o Why (is it defendable)? 

China Market today 

• Demographic that consumes imported seafood 

• How patterns and/or behaviour has changed from previous consumer 

• Consumer choices in category/outside of category (Are people trading down in the category? Are 

people trading across into wine/beef or saving for holidays?) 

• Inland consumption trends vs Coastal. Can markets emerge here, at what price point? 

 

Market Size/Trade Flows 

• Identify key sectors within each market & requirement parameters (e.g. Fujian Province, China – 

small sizes) 

  

Competition & Opportunity 

• Also define 1-2 other broad market (high end / alternative) indicators in each of those key markets, 

which may also help to analyse overall food market direction. 

• Where should WRL be positioned? 

• Consumer understanding of species 

• WRL comparative advantages 

• Differentiation aspects, opportunities in market for WRL to capitalise and support. 

 

Changing Market Behaviours & Trends 

• Identify current lobster decision drivers (price, culture, fashion) for the general markets 

 

This data needs to be further developed and analysed in order to explain historical movement in prices to 

fishermen between years separating the various factors impacting on beach price between quota years. 

The MA will also seek information on the attributes which both enhance and hinder the expansion of the 

market for western rock lobster, including but not limited to product origin, food safety, Marine Stewardship 

Council (MSC) certification, reliability of supply, product mix and price.  
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An output of Phase 2 is an in-depth examination of the final demand for western rock lobsters and the 

identification of important market trends to help inform the TACC setting process and to help the broader 

industry predict and prepare for future competitiveness. 

 

3. The production of an appropriate MEY model based on the TACC Committee’s recommendations 

and input from additional resources as required 

The western rock lobster fishery is sustainable, experiencing record levels of breeding stock, good levels of 

recruitment into the fishery and operating at quota levels below a harvest target that approximates a position 

of Maximum Economic Yield (MEY)1. 

Any decision around TACC should be driven by the need to maximise the total profits generated from the TACC 

- in other words, MEY. 

Industry is yet to create a model which properly considers not only the biology of western rock lobster, but 

also the relationship of supply and demand on price, taking into consideration other factors such as logistics 

constraints and changes in consumer demand over time. 

The TACC Committee intends to develop a new and more contemporary MEY model and to determine the 

best mechanism to move towards MEY.  

With assistance from additional resources and expertise as well as input from the TACC Committee, the MA 

will be responsible for the production of an appropriate MEY model and its maintenance.  

 

4. Development and maintenance of a Market Dashboard (similar to Meat & Livestock Australia) 

including summary market reports 

WRL has determined to provide tools and clarification to the industry and its members to assist in their 

contribution to stock monitoring and understanding of TACC setting impacts including the creation of an 

industry reporting dashboard. The MA will be responsible for creating and maintaining a comprehensive 

Market Dashboard for the western rock lobster industry. 

Using the market and consumer research information gathered from Phase 1 and Phase 2, WRL will take on 

responsibility to create a market dashboard to provide industry and members with market information 

including current trends in as close to real time as possible. This may be similar to the Meat and Livestock 

Australia Dashboard for example.  

An industry Market Dashboard, maintained by the MA at WRL, will provide WRL members and industry with 

information critical for their operations. The outcome of this is that the industry itself will have a far greater 

understanding of the markets for western rock lobster and the risks associated with each.  

The exporters will have critical information on the view of their products by people beyond the 

importer/wholesaler level and critical insight into the strengths and weaknesses of their product as seen by 

those right through to retail. They will also be able to see the complexities of the supply chain and plan ways 

to increase efficiency to improve profitability. 

 

                                                           
1   Maximum economic yield (MEY): the catch or effort level for a commercial fishery that maximises average net 
economic returns over a number of years based on prevailing economic conditions. 
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SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE 

This is an exceptional opportunity for a motivated individual with extensive experience as a Market Analyst. 

You will be a dynamic, professional and hardworking individual with excellent organisation, prioritisation and 

communication skills. You will have the ability to work autonomously and as part of a successful team. Our 

preferred MA will have: 

• Minimum 5 years experience developing international and national marketing analysis. 
• Knowledge of market specifications and be capable of interpreting pricing comparisons 
• Tertiary qualifications, in finance, economics, agribusiness or similar 
• Strategic thinking and financial acumen, identifying and analysing opportunities for growth 
• Substantial spread sheet analytical modelling capability and statistical skills involving various multi 

variant assessment of time series data.  
• Survey design and data collection experience 
• Experience in internet research and obtaining data from foreign sources with ideally experience 

relevant to China  
• Data skills including managing and creation of databases, storage and protection of that data as 

well as data extraction and analysis  
• Communicating with key stakeholders including international market research and service 

providers 
• Develop policy/procedures and appropriate systems 
• Develop and provide quarterly management reporting   

HOW TO APPLY 

Along with your resume, please provide in a cover letter to katherine@westernrocklobster.org : 

• Examples of National and International experience 

• Credentials of other type(s) of work 

• References of relevant reports you have prepared 

• Capability statements for each of the below: 

- Continual information and data gathering as determined by the TACC Committee and 

maintenance of the Phase 1 market database already produced for WRL  

- Development of a pricing to market database 

- Consumer research and interpretation of data 

- Capability of producing an MEY model based on the TACC Committee’s 

recommendations/assumptions 

- Development and maintenance of a Market Dashboard (similar to Meat & Livestock 

Australia) including summary market reports 

Or Apply through SEEK at the below link: 

https://www.seek.com.au/job/36999824?_ga=2.82959774.90507369.1534476235-

0164cb5057fb0022e1cdeddcdd5003072001806a00bd0  

REMUNERATION AND BENEFITS 

WRL understands that our greatest resource are our people. We offer competitive salaries and create 

encouraging environments to attract and retain the best. WRL is committed to providing career opportunities 

that recognise the importance of workplace flexibility and a healthy work-life balance. We provide a 

supportive work culture and are committed to the professional development of our people by investing in 

ongoing training to improve performance and providing career development opportunities.  

mailto:katherine@westernrocklobster.org
https://www.seek.com.au/job/36999824?_ga=2.82959774.90507369.1534476235-0164cb5057fb0022e1cdeddcdd5003072001806a00bd0
https://www.seek.com.au/job/36999824?_ga=2.82959774.90507369.1534476235-0164cb5057fb0022e1cdeddcdd5003072001806a00bd0
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APPLICATIONS CLOSE COB FRIDAY 31ST AUGUST 2018 

Applications close Friday 31 August 2018 and interviews will be held 3-7 September 2018. Please also note that the 

successful candidate must be able to attend the TACC Committee Meeting on 10 September 2018 in Fremantle for an 

introduction to the Committee and to discuss the scope further prior to commencement of the works. 


